Provo’s Initiatives

The Provost’s Office supports the development of major funding proposals. Highlights of major awards include these:

1. National Science Foundation Hispanic-Serving Institution’s “Catalyzing IDEAs for the San Joaquin Valley: Innovation Math and Chemistry Curriculum” (MC²) to bring together the three Hispanic-Serving CSU campuses in the Valley to design, deliver, and test transformative STEM-specific learning interventions. $2.5 million total.
2. U.S. Department of Education’s Title V, A – “Enseñamos en el Valle Central” award to bring together the university and community colleges to prepare teachers who can serve students in bilingual classrooms in the Central Valley. $3.75 million total.
4. National Science Foundation’s Robert Noyce Teacher Scholarships to support talented students to become math teachers and leaders in their school districts. $1.45 million.
5. National Science Foundation’s “S-STEM” to provide scholarships to low-income students with academic promise who are math majors and to design a pre-research environment for lower division math courses. $1 million.
6. U.S. Department of Education’s Title V, B – “Promoting Postbaccalaureate Opportunities for Hispanic Americans” award to found a “Blue Ribbon Online Campus” (see “The Graduate Net”). $2.9 million.